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SUMMARY

Quality Assurance management, QA Manager Brad Bryant and Supervisor Jen 
Hallman decided to introduce Collaborative Documentation to LACDMH after hearing at 
a Conference about the benefits of Collaborative Documentation (CD), including the 
enhanced quality of life afforded clinicians as well as documentation timeliness. In the 
Fall of 2016 an initiative to establish Collaborative Documentation as an ongoing 
practice at LACDMH was started.

As a first step, MTM Services, nationally recognized trainers of Collaborative 
Documentation, was contracted to provide a training at LACDMH on March 20, 2017. 
Participants of this training, identified through an outreach effort by the QA Division, 
were used as the initial cohort of clinicians to begin implementing Collaborative 
Documentation at LACDMH as part of a 6 month pilot study. Following the training, 23 
clinicians from diverse programs began implementing Collaborative Documentation. In 
addition, 10 clinicians were each assigned 1 to 3 clinicians implementing CD to monitor 
the implementation process and provide guidance. These 1O  clinicians, referred to as 
the "Core Group", discussed the implementation process as a group via Skype meetings 
every two weeks, which was led by the lead Quality Assurance (QA) staff. At the end of 
the 6 month pilot, qualitative data was collected from members of the Core Group 
documenting the implementation outcomes in different programs.

Based on the information collected during the course of the pilot study, a Collaborative 
Documentation training PowerPoint was developed by QA staff for LACDHM Directly 
Operated Clinics. An early draft of the PowerPoint was presented at Hollywood Mental 
Health Services on July 26, 2017. Based on the response to this pilot presentation, the 
PowerPoint was revised. After further discussion among QA staff as well as with MTM 
Services staff, a version of the PowerPoint was finalized and presented at San Antonio 
Mental Health Services on September 21, 2017. Since that time, minor revisions have 
been made to the PowerPoint, however the basic content and structure have remained 
the same.

Between September, 2018, and August, 2019, a total of 20 Collaborative 
Documentation were held, and a total of 416 staff participated in these trainings. 
Although all of these trainings were held at a Directly Operated Clinic (except one 
training which was held at the California Endowment Center), most included individuals 
from different clinics, often within the same Service Area. A follow-up meeting with the 
supervisory staff of participating clinics was planned after these trainings. The purpose 
of this follow-up meeting was to discuss implementation strategies for the clinic, as well
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as to establish goals for the implementation for the next 3 months. QA staff remained in 
contact with a designated Clinic CD liaison to monitor progress and provide assistance 
as needed for that individual DO clinic.

In order to assess the extent to which Collaborative Documentation has become part of 
the clinic process as intended, a survey was sent out to Directly Operated clinics with 
staff that attended a Collaborative Documentation training. Fourteen clinics responded 
to the survey. All of the clinics but one stated that Collaborative Documentation was 
being implemented, although most clinics reported that a minority of clinicians (around 
10%) were using CD, and only with about 5 of their clients. Among the clinics 
implementing CD, all had planned meetings in which CD was discussed among staff, 
and all also were implementing internal processes to provide training. Based on the 
survey data, a clear obstacle to the implementation of Collaborative Documentation is 
the high number of clinicians that are not open and accepting of CD .

.. .
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PILOT STUDY

The pilot study lasted from March 20, 2017 to October 26, 2017. During this time the 10 
members of the "Core Group" met via SKYPE every two weeks to discuss the 
implementation experience of the clinicians providing CD, as well as to address and 
understand obstacles encountered by clinicians (see Appendix A, SKYPE Meeting 
Agenda and Minutes). Clinicians implementing CD in the pilot were from the following 
agencies: Olive View UCC, San Antonio MHC, San Fernando MHC, Antelope Valley 
MHC, Roybal Family MHC, Hollywood MHC, Palmdale MHC, West Central MHC, 
WCRP, VALOR. The programs involved included Child and Adult FSP, Adult and Child 
Outpatient, and CalWorks.

LACDMH TRAINING POWERPOINT

At the end of the pilot, qualitative data of the implementation experience in different 
programs was obtained (see Appendix A, Implementation with Specific Populations and 
Programs). In addition, based on information gained from the pilot, the DMH CD 
training PowerPoint was developed. Although the DMH CD training maintained the 
same content as the MTM training PowerPoint used to provide the initial DMH trainings 
(for contractual reasons), some key additions were made, notably Role Play exercises 
and the reorganization of the slide presentation (see Appendix A, CD Training 
PowerPoint).

DIRECTLY OPERATED CLINIC TRAININGS

Between January 2018 and August 2019, a total of 20 CD trainings were offered (about 
one per month), training a total of 416 staff from over 15 Directly Operated Clinics. 
Follow-up meetings with supervisory staff of participating clinics, designed to assist in 
clinics in implementing CD, were conducted. These meetings followed a set Agenda 
(Appendix B, Collaborative Documentation Planning Meeting Agenda) with the following 
goals: to assess the obstacles to the implementation of CD at a particular clinic; to 
develop strategies to address obstacles; to set a 3 month goal with respect to the 
implementation process; to designate a CD liaison for the clinic that would monitor the 
implementation of CD at the clinic as well as interlace with QA staff. Follow-up 
meetings were conducted at 15 Directly Operated sites.

During the course of the system-wide roll-out trainings, materials were developed to 
assist Clinics in developing CD as a regular practice. These included a list of strategies 
for clinics to begin implementing CD, a handout providing initial strategies for clinicians 
to begin using CD, as well as a Collaborative Documentation Manual which provides 
general guidelines (see Appendix B, Implementation Materials). These were provided 
to participating clinics as they became available in the course of the roll-out.
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DIRECTLY OPERATED CLINIC TRAININGS OUTCOME MEASURES 

The overall ratings of the training evaluation (by 157 participants) were 21% of 
participants providing an "excellent" rating (highest possible rating) and 50% providing 
a "very good" rating. Seventy one percent of the participants, therefore, provided a clear 
positive rating for the training. (Please see Appendix C, CO Training Evaluation.) 

At the end of the DO training roll out (the last training was provided in August 2019), a 
survey was sent to DO clinics that participated in the CD trainings to assess the 
implementation status at the clinics. Fourteen clinics responded to the survey. Only 
one clinic reported no staff using CD. Eight clinics reported about 10% of their staff 
were using CD, 3 reported about 25% of their staff were using CD, 2 reported about 
50% of their staff were using CD. One clinic reported that each staff implementing CD 
was using CD with over 1 O of their clients, two reported about 5 to 10 of their clients, 
and nine reported about 1 to 5 of their clients. Eleven of the fourteen clinics that 
responded to the survey reported providing internal training in CD for their staff. (Please 
see Appendix C, Directly Operated Clinic CD Implementation Survey.) 
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APPENDIX A



SKYPE MEETING AGENDA AND MINUTES



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

March 30, 9-10am, Skype Meeting

1 ) Questions  or concerns  about training, clinician ass ignments , beginning cases

• Any Core Team members implementing the  intervention?

2) Overview of structure  of future meetings: Check-in and provide  feedback about 
clinicians  experiences . Rais ing particular questions  of issues  for group to review 
and discuss , issues  to clarify through further enquiry. Review ongoing themes.

3) Monitoring clinicians  use  of initial procedures: Use  of scripts , one month goal 
e laboration, s tructure  of progress  note. Differentiation between CTP and monthly 
goal

4) Recording of initial reactions  of clients  by clinicians  and clinicians  responses . 
Beginning to deve lop a repertoire  of client reactions  and clinicians  responses  to 
identify best practices



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

April 13, 2017, 9-10am, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences

2) Different contexts: Field based, Same Day Assessment (Urgent Care), Office 
based therapy. How to collaboratively identify goal of session with client

3) Problems encountered with Scripts and One Month Goal for Progress Notes

4) When and how to do you write the notes?

5) CD versus EBP. Instructional aides, guides

6) Outcome measures



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

April 27, 2017, 11-12pm, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences

2) LACDMH CD Training Presentation PowerPoint. Will develop a PowerPoint 
Presentation (based on day long CD Training PowerPoint} to be used to train 
staff. To be completed by May 30th

3) Different contexts & populations (eg., Urgent Care Center, field-based, families, 
children, homeless, etc.} to address in the training. Areas of focus for the 
training.

4) Follow-up on documentation for Collaterals and Family Therapy. Katherine 
Hirsch (trainer) recommends to document collaboratively in these situations. 
Other questions/situations regarding CD documentation.

.



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

May 10, 2017, 1-2pm, Skype Meeting

1)Check-in and overview of implementation experiences

2) LACDMH CD Training Presentation PowerPoint feedback overview. Expanding 
criteria of CD versus non-CD in introduction--experiential exercises to highlight 
variety of forms CD can take. Developing over course of pilot the LACDMH 
training to become "The" training presentation for LACDMH staff

3) Developing very brief software survey (about 5 questions) for clinicians to assess 
what they perceive to be key elements for training as well as their experience of 
the implementation of CD. What are some key questions to ask?

4) Plan to develop outcome measures "in house". Will be ready to implement by the 
end of the pilot (around October). First step is to identify what will be the key 
domains to be assessed in outcome measure

5) Tracking how CD affecting clinicians' documentation quality. Focusing on this 
issue during the course of the pilot

6) Beginning to develop guidelines around implementation of CD based on present 
experiences. Elaborating a list of relevant categories to be considered in 
formulating guidelines

7) Next Full-day training planned for October or November at California Endowment 
Center



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

June 8, 2017, 9-10am, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences

2) LACDMH CD Training Presentation PowerPoint feedback overview. Reviewing 
Introductory Scripts to focus on introducing CD as a Clinical Tool versus 
documentation procedure. First trainings to take place end of June, beginning 
July. Let me know if you have staff you would like trained.

3) Survey results of clinicians: Overall very successful initial implementation of 
Collaborative Documentation. A reoccurring theme is "How and when to write 
the progress note". Clinicians have difficulty smoothly integrating the writing of 
the progress note into the flow of the therapy session.

4) Goals to target with clinicians in following weeks: 1) strategies to smoothly 
integrate writing notes into session; 2) focusing on how procedures of 
Collaborative Documentation foster clinical goals, for example increased 
engagement and participation of client in their treatment goals.



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

June 22, 2017, 9-10am, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences, with focus on strategies 
to writing notes seamlessly

2) LACDMH CD Training Presentation PowerPoint feedback overview. Reviewing 
Introductory Scripts to focus on introducing CD as a Clinical Tool versus 
documentation procedure. First trainings to take place beginning July. Let me 
know if you have staff you would like trained.

3) Summary of GotoMeeting with Katherine Kirsch, MTM Services, which 
addressed Strategies/Principles to address difficult situations in implementing 
CD: How to use transparency to navigate conflict. (Please share with clinicians)

4) Goals to target with clinicians in following weeks: 1) What do clinicians feel is 
most importanVhelpful to include in training that is being developed?

5) Review of CD Progress Notes of clinicians via IBHIS: I will be accessing 
Progress Notes and other documentation to evaluate characteristics of how 
clinicians are documenting their CD sessions. If possible, please have clinicians 
send me the ID# of their clients. I will share this review when available with Core 
Team.

6) Next Full-day MTM Services training: November 7, 2017, California Endowment 
Center (to be confirmed). Option of one full-day training OR two half-day 
trainings



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

July 20, 2017, 10:30-11:30am, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences, with focus on suggestions 
from CD LACDMH training

2) LACDMH CD Training Presentation PowerPoint feedback overview. Overview of 
training, focus on exercise sections and rationale

3) Review of 'Difficult Situations" section of PowerPoint training

4) Review of CD Progress Notes of clinicians via IBHIS: Examples of before and 
after Progress; Examples of evolution of progress notes. Developing coding 
scheme for progress notes

6) Beginning to identify QA processes and needs of different populations, to be part 
of the Guidelines Manual

7) Focus for next meeting: clinician perceptions of CD issues particular to the 
contexVpopulation



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

August 3, 2017, 9-10:00am, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences, with focus on CD issues 
relevant to specific populations

2) Review of Hollywood Mental Health Clinic (HMHC) Collaborative Documentation 
training

3) Jae Son report on HMHC staff responses. Initial steps in implementing CD at 
HMHC. Developing a Model for implementing CD at DO clinics

4) Core Team members experience with colleagues/peers regarding CD. Identifying 
clinics to continue CD training of staff



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

September 7, 2017, 10-11am, Skype Meeting

1) Check-in and overview of implementation experiences. General interest in CD 
Training and implementation observed in clinics and with colleagues. Supervisors
for November 7th training

2) Review of CD Progress Notes: Summary findings

3) Overview of Outcome Measure

4) Plan for Next Skype Meeting: Team will collaboratively review and edit Guidelines 
Manual

6) Upcoming Directly Operated Clinic Trainings: San Antonio and San Fernando. 
Emphasis on open-ended approach versus rigid EBP structure. Exercises 
relying on role play of clinicians implementing CD

Two half day CD trainings at California Endowment Center on November
7th- plan to have primarily supervisors at this training



LOS ANGELES COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
COLLABORATIVE DOCUMENTATION CORE TEAM MEETING AGENDA

October 26, 2017, 10-11am, Skype Meeting

1)Check-in and overview of implementation experiences. General interest in CD 
Training and implementation observed in clinics and with colleagues. Supervisors 
and staff for November 7th training

2) Guidelines Manual Review and Comments

3) Overview of Directly Operated Clinic trainings

4) Roll-out structure: DO Clinic Trainings followed by meeting with Clinic Program 
Head to designate CD liaison and organize implementation of CD at the clinic.

5) Shifting from Core Team meetings to CD Liaisons meetings



COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

Collaborative Documentation Core Team Skype Meeting

Type of Meeting Collaborative Documentation Date: 3/30/2017
Core Team SKYPE Meeting

Place

Members Present

Internet SKYPE Meeting Start Time: 9am
End Time: 10am

Antonio Banuelos, Rocio Ortiz, Dina Dutton, Jen Hallman, Janet del Rio, Diana Garcia, 
Marc Borkheim, Thuan Lam
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CD Core Team Skype 
Meeting Page 2

Agenda Item Discussion and Findings Decisions,
Recommendations, Actions, &

Scheduled Tasks

Person
Responsible

&
Due Date

Audio Problems

General opening 
questions

First 10 minutes of meeting focused on 
attempting to resolve audio difficulties due to 
some members unable to access Meeting site 
directly and calling via conference call. Meeting 
was able to continue with echo distortion 
however was comprehensible

A question was asked regarding the number of 
clinicians that should be trained following the 
Train the Trainer training on April 25th Marc

•

Structure of future 
Skype meetings

stated that as many clinicians as possible
should be trained. Another question was asked
requesting clarification as to whether Core Team
members could be assigned to staff at their
sites. Given that most Core Team members had
this request, it had been decided that this was
going to be allowed for the sake of logistics.
Marc stated that he will be sending revised list of
clinicians' assignments based on requests.

Marc went over structure of future Skype 
meetings which will begin with Core Te arn 
members checking in and describing interactions 
and information obtained from clinicians. 
Meeting will in addition address themes that 
have identified by the group discussions, and will 
be planned on the agenda



CD Core Team Skype Meeting 
Page 3

Initial procedures 
to begin 
implementation of 
pilot

Goal of recording 
reactions of clients 
and responses of 
clinicians

Marc went over scripts, organizing progress 
notes in terms of monthly goals. Marc 
elaborated that identifying monthly goals will not 
require any modification to the CTP Objectives. 
A question was asked for clarification about how 
the monthly goals would be used based on the 
CTP Objectives. Marc provided an example of a 
client with a CTP Objective of reducing crying 
from daily to 1 x/mth in one year. This Objective 
would be defined for one month period in 
collaboration with the client, for example reduce 
crying from daily to 3x/wk by the end of the 
month. No other questions or comments were 
made by the group.

Marc went over goal of beginning to share and 
record different responses of clients to CD. This 
will eventually lead to being able to categorize a 
variety of responses over time. Marc went over 
beginning strategies of using scripts, monthly 
goals of progress notes. A question was asked 
regarding number of clients clinicians should 
have to begin using CD. Marc responded that 
should be determined by the Core Team 
member and clinician, but the more clients that 
could be engaged in the CD the better. A 
minimum of two clients is expected.

There were no other questions, meeting ended.

Prepared by Marc Borkheim, Ph.D.



COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY ANO TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

Collaborative Documentation Core Team Skype Meeting

Type of Meeting Collaborative Documentation
Core Team SKYPE Meeting

Date: 4/13/2017

Place

Members Present

Internet SKYPE Meeting Start Time: 9am
End Time: 1 0am

Rocio Ortiz, Jen Hallman, Diana Garcia, Marc Borkheim, Thuan Lam, Marlene Chavez, Jae Son
Lead: Marc Borkheim



CD Core Team Skype Meeting
Page 2

Agenda Item Discussion and Findings Decisions, Recommendations,
Actions, & Scheduled Tasks

Person 
Responsible

&
Due Date

Clinician initial 
experiences

Present members went over challenges and 
experiences of clients. Issues that have been 
encountered have been clients wanting to spend 
less time documenting which interferes with 
talking time, loss of productivity with "no shows" 
given documentation already completed. 
Otherwise, there has been a consistent positive 
response from both clinicians and clients, with 
clients excited about and enjoying the sense of 
participation in their treatment. Technical 
questions that were addressed were importance 
of introducing CD process at beginning of 
session with client; difficulty in writing notes with 
client (for example in field based settings) and 
then inserting into computer; how to edit notes if 
needed and maintain collaborative process; how 
to include technical terminology with the client's 
understanding and approval in the progress 
note. It was suggested that editing as well as 
any clinical terms should be discussed with 
client to obtain h/her understanding and 
approval. It was highlighted that there 
potentially could be situations in which the 
clinician may want to edit the note without client 
approval, and that there is no obligation that all 
documentation be done collaboratively. These 
situations ideally would be discussed in 
supervision.



CD Core Team Skype 
Meeting Page 3 

Organizing CD 
Progress note in 
different contexts 

Specific situations in which the session involves 
the client and another individual were 
considered (for example, Family Therapy 
sessions), and it was determined that it is 
unclear whether or not these sessions should be 
documented collaboratively with clients. This 
question will be further explored to identify 
guidelines. On the other hand, it was generally 
agreed that Collateral sessions in which the 
client is not present need not be written 
collaboratively with the Collateral person. 

The group went over the Collaborative 
Documentation for Assessment and Plan 
Development progress notes. In these cases, 
the progress note would not need to be 
collaborative in that it would simply state that the 
Assessment or Treatment Plan goals were 
completed. In these cases, the Collaborative 
Documentation process would take place in the 
completion of the Assessment questions, or the 
completion of Treatment Plan Objectives and 
interventions. Both clinician and client would 
review and agree as to what and how 
information will be written. 

Marc went over different contexts LACDMH 
presently using CD for the pilot, namely Field 
Based, Urgent Care Center, and Outpatient 
office based therapy. Based on discussion with 
different participants, there has been difficulty in 
orqanizing the session and progress notes in 



CD Core Team Skype 
Meeting Page4

When and how 
to write the CD 
progress note

CD versus EBT

terms of concrete goals. Went over the general 
principal of clinician and client going over goals 
of session together, in a way that is 
understandable and meaningful to both client 
and clinician. In outpatient office based therapy, 
it is helpful to use the CTP Objectives to identify 
a monthly objective to focus both the session 
and progress note. In an Urgent Care 
environment, identifying with the client the 
specific goals of the session upon meeting the 
client, and then reviewing in the progress notes 
what has been accomplished to reach those 
goals would be a suggested approach. Overall, 
Collaborative Documentation requires that both 
client and clinician have agreed to the goal of 
the session, and then review what has been 
accomplished and decided in the
documentation.

Timing when to begin documenting and how to 
document when no computer is available was 
briefly discussed in the Skype meeting, and is an 
issue that has been asked by participants. 
Different scenario's were presented, for example 
a client arriving very late to the session, field 
based situations working with homeless. 
Situations and contexts will continue to be 
recorded and addressed as the pilot moves 
forward with the goal of determining appropriate 
responses to these different situations.

Marc drew a distinction between CD which is 
form of documenting therefore applicable to all 
theraoeutic contexts, and EBT's which are



CD Core Team Skype Meeting 
Page 5 

Outcome Measures 

Train the Trainer 
training, and 
training of 
additional clinicians 

specific techniques designed to address a 
particular Mental Health symptom and/or 
impairment. Marc noted that Collaborative 
Documentation is achieved when client and 
clinician both agree to goals of session and how 
to document information and that this can differ 
from clinician to clinician. In that regard, it is 
misleading to present a set way of conducting 
CD, and learning aids are not the same as they 
are for EBT's. At the same time, the group 
agreed that it would be helpful to define specific 
criteria that differentiate CD from non-CD 
documentation, and use these criteria as 
learning aids. Marc noted that there are no 
video's on CD available on the internet, and that 
DMH could eventually create it's own video and 
learning aids for CD. The group generally 
agreed that this would be helpful. 

Marc informed the team that Outcome measures 
are being considered to assess CD results, 
further information will be provided on this as it 
becomes available. 

Marc reminded the team that the Train the 
Trainer training, to be held April 25th, is only 
available for clinicians who attended the day-
long CD training. Interested participants must 
inform Marc to be signed up, at this time there 
are 3 slots available. Sites are free to train as 
many new clinicians as they would like, as long 
as a Core T earn member is assigned to the 
newly trained clinicians and able to adequately 
monitor and qet feedback from trained 
clinicians. 



CD Core Team Skype Meeting 
Page 6 

Prepared by Marc Borkheim, Ph.D. 



COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

Collaborative Documentation Core Team Skype Meeting

Type of Meeting Collaborative Documentation Date: 4/27/2017
Core Team SKYPE Meeting

Place

Members Present

Internet SKYPE Meeting Start Time: 11 am
End Time: 12pm

Antonio Banuelos, Janet del Rio, Victoria Lee, Abigail Franco, Marc Borkheim, Marlene Chavez, 
Celeste Ryan

Lead: Marc Borkheim



CD Core Team Skype Meeling 
Page 2

Agenda Item

Clinician initial 
experiences

Train the Trainer 
training review

Content to be 
included in the 
LACDMH Training

CD for Collaterals 
and Family Therapy 
contexts

Discussion and Findings

Each Core Team member reviewed experiences of their assigned clinicians and clinician's 
clients. Both clinicians and clients are appreciating CD, no reports of any resistance or 
complaints. Obstacles regarding lack of availability of computers and need to write notes on 
paper then rewrite notes in the computer were reported by two clinicians. Also, it was 
observed that clients that are in crisis are not good candidates for CD. It was highlighted that 
CD has the potential of facilitating documentation for clinicians that have difficulty in this area, 
this will be monitored by Core Team members in order to illustrate particular case examples. 
Two Core Team members reported difficulty contacting clinicians. Marc will follow up with 
these participants.

Marc went over the Train the Trainer training, highlighting that a PowerPoint presentation will 
be developed based on the day-long CD Training that will be used to train LACDMH staff. 
This presentation will be ready by May 31 st, Core Team members will be asked to comment 
on initial drafts of the PowerPoint. The presentation is anticipated to be about 2 hours long. 
Marc went over areas to be addressed in the training based on discussions with Core Team 
members and participants. These will include how to respond to resistant clients and 
clinicians, how to provide examples of CD in the training, how to perform CD in different 
contexts.

Marc followed up on the last Skype meetings discussion regarding whether CD should be 
performed when the session includes others besides the client, for example Collateral or 
Family Therapy sessions. Marc went over Katherine Kirsch's suggestion to perform CD in all 
sessions, regardless of whether the client is present. She did specify that transparency with 
the client regarding what others have said to the client may be clinically contraindicative, 
although transparency with the client should be considered the ideal if possible

Prepared by Marc Borkheim, Ph.D.



COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
QUALITY ASSURANCE

POLICY AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Collaborative Documentation Core Team Skype Meeting

Type of Meeting Collaborative Documentation Date: 5/10/2017
Core Team SKYPE Meeting

Place

Members Present

Internet SKYPE Meeting Start Time: 1 pm
End Time: 2pm

Abigail Franco, Marc Borkheim, Diana Garcia, Jae Son, Abigail Franco, Rocio Ortiz Gonzalez, Sharon
Chapman, Jen Hallman

Lead: Marc Borkheim



CD Core Team Skype Meeting
Page 2

Agenda Item

Clinician initial 
experiences report 
by Core Team

LACDMH CD 
Training

Software survey to 
assess clinicians 
implementation of 
CD

Outcome Measures

CD and Clinicians 
documentation 
quality

Discussion and Findings

Core Team members uniformly report continued positive experiences for clients and 
clinicians. There is a report of difficulty in completing notes for one clinician, continued 
difficulties with completing notes collaboratively when there is no computer available.

Marc went over organization of the training presentation in development for DMH staff. 
Presentation will be based on the day long tra ining PowerPoint used by MTM Services, 
will focus more in introduction on defining Collaboration, will provide experientia l exercises 
for participants to going over implementation of CD for specific documents, and sections will 
be added providing guidelines for specific contexts and situations (for example, CD with 
psychotic clients). A working version of the PowerPoint is expected to be ready by May 
31. Over the course of the pilot, the presentation will be implemented and reviewed 
leading to a final version of the CD Training for LACDMH staff.

A brief, about 4 questions, survey will be sent out to clinicians asking information about 
how they are implementing CD as well as the ir reactions to CD. This is to provide a more 
detailed and specific understanding of clinician's implementation of CD which will suggest 
what should be included in the training, and potential areas to address to improve the 
implementation.

Outcome measures will begin to be developed by QA staff and implemented at the end of 
the pilot. One measure will be used for clinicians' responses, another for client's 
responses to CD.

One of the themes to focus on in the pilot will be to track how CD is affecting the quality 
of clinicians' documentation. Tracking clinicians identified with documentation difficulties 
will be used to highlight how CD assists in documentation, case studies can be 
elaborated.
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Developing
CD Guidelines
document A document that will be used to provide guidelines in implementing CD will be developed.

The purpose of this document will be to provide an overview of how to implement CD for
new clinicians and/or individuals interested in knowing more about CD

Prepa red by Ma rc Borkheim, Ph.D.
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Agenda Item

Report of clinician 
experiences 
report by Core 
Team

LACDMH CD 
Training

Software survey to 
assess clinicians 
implementation of 
CD

Discussion and Findings

Core Team members noted the following difficulties reported by clinicians: difficulty in many 
session to implement CD with 0-5 population; concerns by clinicians when no computer 
available and need to do CD on a note pad, then copy into computer; one clinician 
experiencing difficulty organizing session to perform CD; one clinician reports insecurity in 
beginning CD with Spanish speaking clients, has not yet implemented this. The group briefly 
discussed how more agitated or psychotic clients may not be amenable to CD for a particular 
session. Overall positive experiences continue to be reported for both clients and clinicians. 
It was noted that in crisis situation CD was not possible, especially when the intent of the 
clinician is to hospitalize the client.

Marc went over status of LACDMH CD Training. First training planned to take place early 
July at Hollywood Mental Health Center. Sites interested in receiving the training should 
contact Marc. Went briefly over the Introductory Scripts that were presented at Day Long CD 
training. These scripts will be modified to emphasize the clinical goals of CD, for example 
greater engagement of client and improved communication. Core Team were asked to 
review these scripts and make recommendations for changes in consultation with their 
clinicians if possible.

Marc went over the report generated by the survey software, Vovici, of the survey responses 
completed by CD clinicians. Only 4 clinicians did not complete the survey. Responses 
indicated clinicians are implementing CD as planned and indicate the initial implementation of 
CD has been successful. A recurring comment by clinicians was the awkwardness in 
completing the progress note of the session collaboratively, and often this interfered with the 
flow of the therapy session.
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Gathering 
information from 
clinicians 
regarding 
obstacles in 
writing CD notes

Marc requested that Core Team members focus in the next two weeks on exploring with 
clinicians obstacles in writing notes and possible strategies to address this. Marc 
highlighted that it would be helpful to regard the collaborative note writing as part of the 
general clinical process-for example assisting client in gaining greater responsibility in their 
treatment-as opposed to simple procedural action of completing the progress note.

Prepared by Marc Borkheim, Ph.D.
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Agenda Item 

Clinician 
experiences with 
focus on note 
writing 

LACDMH CD 
Training 
Introductory Scripts 

Katherine Hirsch's 
recommendation 
regarding 
transparency and 
conflict 

Discussion and Findings 

Core Team members overall report continued satisfaction from clients and clinicians. Overall, 
note writing has become better integrated into the structure of sessions. This is no longer a 
significant problem reported by clinicians, likely stemming from practice. Clinicians at times 
are required to write note on paper due to lack of space/computers, and then copy note into 
computer which continues to be a complaint. This process although longer than CD with a 
computer present, nevertheless is reported to be more efficient and quicker than a non-CD 
note writing process. It was noted that whereas typical office based therapy the note is 
written at the end of the session, in more triage/Crisis-oriented sessions of the Urgent Care 
Centers, notes are taken throughout the session, and at the end of the session the note is 
reviewed and finalized with the client. Core Team members noted that sessions conducted in 
other languages, specifically Spanish, take longer given that clinician needs to translate what 
is written in English, however these sessions are not significant different than other sessions. 
No cultural differences in responses to the intervention have been noted at this point. 

Marc went over the revision of the Introductory scripts with the Core Team, which have been 
rewritten to highlight clinical benefits of CD. It was noted that the scripts as written may not 
be well understood by a lower functioning client, and that scripts targeting this population was 
suggested. Jae Son agreed to work on this. Trainings at DMH sites is planned to begin in 
July. 

Marc discussed the GotoMeeting with Katherine Hirsch regarding how to respond to 
situations in which the clinician needs to document clinical information that may upset the 
client, for example documenting behavior the client has difficulty acknowledging such as 
psychotic and delusional symptoms. Katherine Hirsch emphasizes avo ding deception when 
there is the understanding that documentation will be completed collaboratively. She 
suaaests this can be achieved by always maintaininQ transoarencv, for examole by sharing 
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Goals for clinicians 
for next two weeks 

Reviewing 
clinicians CD 
Progress Notes 

Next full-day MTM 
Services CD 
Training 

with the client that certain information will not be documented collaboratively because client 
appears upset, and that the client may review the documented information when the client will 
become less upset. 

Marc requested that Core Team members focus in the next two weeks on getting feedback 
from clinicians about what to include in the LACDMH training that is being developed. This 
feedback will be reviewed at the next meeting. 

Marc informed Core Team members that clinicians progress notes will be reviewed via IBHIS 
to see how CD sessions are being documented and structured. Clinicians will be requested 
to send in the ID numbers of their CD clients. 

The next full-day Collaborative Documentation training with Katherine Hirsch is scheduled for 
November 7, 2017, at the California Endowment Center. The training may be divided into two 
half day training allowing a greater number of participants to be trained in CD. 

Prepared by Marc Borkheim, Ph.D. 
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Agenda Item 

Clinician 
implementation 
experiences with 
focus on 
suggestions for 
LACDMH training in 
development 

Review of DMH CD 
Training 
PowerPoint 

Progress Notes 
before and after CD 

CD implementation 
for specific 
populations 

Discussion and Findings 

Core Team members overall report continued satisfaction from clients and clinicians. Further 
reports that initial difficulties, for example transitioning into Collaborative Documentation and 
structuring Progress Notes, have resolved with experience. One Team member reported that 
CD tended to work best with Rehab services based on feedback from clinicians. Went over 
with Core Team how to document using CD when a computer is not available for a session. 
Overall recommendations from clinicians for the CD training were to include role plays and 
video's into the training. The Group briefly reviewed the differences between the typical 
EBP's and CD highlighting that CD involves documentation principles therefore not 
amenable to approaches of typical EBP's. 

Marc went over CD PowerPoint that will be presented to staff at HMHC on July 26. Briefly 
went over the three sections of the PowerPoint focusing on the exercises that will be used to 
role play implementation of CD for the Assessment, Treatment Plan, and Progress Notes. 

Marc reviewed with Core Team progress notes before and after CD of two clinicians. The 
beginning review of progress notes of clinicians in the pilot suggests CD is fostering Progress 
Notes that are more focused and directed with respect to the treatment goals. 

Marc went over a summary of CD implementation strategies to use with specific populations 
participating in the pilot. This summary will be sent out to Core Team members to be 
reviewed with additional information to be added. This will be incorporated into the 
Guidelines Manual for Collaborative Documentation that is being developed. 
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Marc Borkheim, Jae Son, Marlene Chavez, Antonio Banuelos, Jen Hallman, Diana Garcia 
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Clinician 
implementation 
experiences with 
focus on CD issues 
relevant for specific 
populations 

Hollywood Mental 
Health Center 
(HMHC) training 

Jae Son review of 
follow-up CD plans 
at HMHC 

Core Team 
members feedback 

Core Team members overall report continued satisfaction from clients and clinicians. Went 
over how to organize goals for Progress Notes, noting that monthly goals are intended to 
provide a concrete measure that can be used to evaluate client progress for each session. 
These goals do not need to be reevaluated for each month but rather changed when the goal 
has been met and then used the following month. Discussed a few situations in which clients 
were psychotic and unable to engage in CD. Went over how CD is a process of 
documentation and not an EBP. Simply, when unable to document using CD, resort to 
regular documentation. There are approaches emphasizing transparency with the client, but 
these are ideals and not obligatory. The essential approach is to try to use CD, and when not 
able to, attempt to resume at future sessions if possible. Went over different populations CD 
is being used with in the pilot. The populations are the following: Children FSP, Adult 
Outpatient, Cal Works, Children Outpatient, Urgent Care, Specialized Foster Care population, 
Veteran Homeless population. In the next weeks feedback will be requested to provide 
guidelines in implementing CD with each of these populations. 

Marc went over the first CD training that took place July 26 at HMHC. The exercises for the 
training did not provide participants with a good understanding of how to use CD with clients. 
It was suggested in the training to have the exercises role play implementing CD with clients. 
Different approaches for the role play with be developed. For most of the training, there was 
a good participation and flow of discussion about CD. A few Participants toward the end of 
the training responded very strongly against the intervention stating that their clients would 
most likely become unmanageable if these techniques were used. This led to aggressive 
assertions by a few participants against the intervention. Upon reflection on the experience, it 
was determined that the delivery of the training needs to focus more on addressing inherent 
anxieties of participants about the intervention. The group briefly discussed resistances and 
attitudes against CO and how to address these. 

Jae Son, a supervisor at HMHC, reviewed follow-up plans for CD at HMHC. He went over 
the team structure at HMHC which consists of 6 teams with about 4 to 5 clinicians and one 
supervisor. Team supervisors attended the training and will be encouraging clinicians to 
begin implementation with a few of their clients. Jae will provide support and guidance as 
needed. A few clinicians have implemented CD with clients and report being surprised by the 
positive response of their clients. Jae reports that supervisors overall were surprised by the 
resistance expressed by participants at the training. 

Discussed with Core Team members overall interest at their clinics. Core Team members will 
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Agenda Item 

Check-In and 
Review of 
Implementation 
Experiences 

Review of CD 
Progress Notes: 
Summary findings 

Outcome Measures 

Skype Meeting to 

Review Guidelines 
Manual 

Discussion and Findings 

Continued positive experiences are reported by clinicians to Core Team members. An FSP 
clinician working with the Young Mother's and Babies noted that her clients appear to be 
gaining more insight by collaboratively writing the Progress Notes with the clinician. A 
question was raised by the Core Team regarding the use of CD in triage, specifically that CD 
does not appear helpful when obtaining information in the process of intaking a client and 
determining need for services. An important distinction between documenting for the purpose 
of recording information rather than documenting for providing services was made. This will 
be incorporated in the Guidelines Manual. 

Marc provided findings from his review of CD Progress Notes of clinicians that submitted the 
ID numbers of their clients. Marc reviewed over 100 progress notes, overall finding that 
most clinicians notes did not provide continuity between sessions, although Treatment Plan 
goals were usually referenced. Marc showed examples of the average progress notes versus 
one example of progress notes with clear continuity between session and focused on goals 
to be tracked. Overall, clinicians do not appear to be significantly changing their structure of 
Progress Note writing using Collaborative Documentation, although there appears to be more 
references to Treatment Plan goals than in non-CD Progress Notes. 

Marc went over the Outcome Measures that have been developed to be used for clinicians 
and clients. This measure can be used to compare effectiveness of CD versus non-CD 
documentation, as well as assess the effectiveness of the implementation of CD. Measures 
will include analysis of IBHIS data, including timeliness. A coding scheme, from Oto 3, 
developed to measure continuity between Progress Notes in terms of focus on Treatment 
Plan goals, was presented. 

Marc went over goal of focusing next Skype meeting of reviewing the Guidelines Manual. In 
particular, Core Team members were asked to be ready to provide information regarding 
auidelines related to the soecific oooulations that oarticioated in the pilot. 
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Upcoming DO CD 
Trainings 

CD Trainings are scheduled for San Antonio MHC and San Fernando MHC at the end of 
Spetmeber. Marc discussed plans to review how clinics are implementing CD after 
completion of the trainings. Hollywood MHC, San Antonio MHC, and San Fernando MHC will 
begin implementing CD in October. Rocio from Roybal stated that her clinic is interested in 
having CD training, which will be scheduled in October. 

Marc went over plan to have two half day CD trainings on November 7th
, presented by MTM 

Services, to target system-wide Supervisors as participants. This will facilitate the monitoring 
of CD following Clinic trainings during the roll-out of CD. 

Prepared by Marc Borkheim, Ph.D. 
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Agenda Item 

Check-In and 
Review of 
Implementation 
Experiences, 
Review of training 
interests 

Guidelines Manual 
Review 

Overview of 
Directly Operated 
Clinic trainings 

Roll-out Structure 
Planned System
wide 

Shifting from Core 
Team meetings to 
CD Liaison 
Meetings 

Discussion and Findings 

Clinicians reported interested in receiving training at their respective clinics. Given interest 
expressed by UCC staff, preparations will be made to develop a CD training for Field 
Response and Urgent Care Center populations. QA staff will meet with Olive View staff to 
adjust the cur ent DMH CD training to address UCC and Field Response populations. 

r 

Marc went over the Collaborative Documentation Guidelines Manual that has been developed 
based on the information from the 6 month pilot. Edits were received from Core Team 
members over the past two weeks which will be included into the finalized Manual. 

Marc went over the response from DO Trainings which has been consistently positive. So far 
DO Clinics that have been trained are Hollywood MHC, San Antonio MHC, San Fernando 
MHC, and Roybal MHC. Arcadia MHC is scheduled for training next week. Follow-up 
meetings will be planned after each DO clinic training to review with the Clinic management 
how to implement CD at their respective clinics. 

The roll-out of CD system-wide in the coming months will consist of providing trainings to DO 
Clinic staff and follow-up with clinic management to assist in integrating CD into the Clinic 
procedures. At each DO site, a CD liaison will be selected as a CD resource for the clinic as 
well as a contact person for QA to assist with general implementation issues. 

Liaisons at each DO Clinic will be selected to assist in coordinating CD at the particular clinic 
and interface with QA via regularly scheduled Skype meetings. At this point, all Core Team 
members express interest in continuing participating in administering CD by becoming a CD 
Liaisons at their clinics. Marc will follow up with Core Team members to schedule CD 
trainings at their clinics as well as coordinate with them as CD Liaisons. 
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Implementation with Specific Populations and Programs 

Los Angeles County DMH piloted Collaborative Documentation in several different 
settings. Below are findings from the pilot. 

Olive View Urgent Care/Triage: In the Urgent Care Center environment, 

Collaborative Documentation was reported to assist with client engagement. In 

particular, practitioners reported that clients were appreciative of being informed 

of the Urgent Care process. In addition, although typically only seen once and 

then referred, clients still responded positively to being included in the 

decisionmaking process regarding their treatment. Clients felt supported and 

validated. These benefits were also observed in a few crisis situations. In the 

Urgent Care environment, there often is not access to computers while meeting 

with the client. In these cases documentation was handwritten on a pad of paper, 

reviewed with the client, and then rewritten in the electronic health record after 

meeting with the client. While this was still more efficient than non-collaborative 

documentation, it did require some "other time". 

Valor Program/Homeless Veterans: Practitioners using Collaborative 

Documentation with the homeless veteran population at the Valor program 

reported very positive client responses. Collaborative Documentation appeared 

to foster a greater sense of trust in the therapeutic process which is key for this 

population. Veterans felt empowered and in control of their own account of 

events using Collaborative Documentation. They enjoyed identifying clinical 

terminology which helped give insight into their own thought processes. 

Collaboration Documentation strengthened the client/practitioner relationship. 

Obstacles in using Collaborative Documentation with this population included 

less consistent appointment-keeping and a greater incidence of cognitive deficits 

which impacted participation in the documentation process. 

Full Service Partnership (FSP) Programs/Field Based: Practitioners reported a 

positive response by clients using Collaborative Documentation with field-based 

clients. Practitioners noted that clients were able to derive greater insight by 

completing documentation with practitioners. The unpredictable environment of 

FSP made collaborative documentation difficult. However, over time practitioners 

were able to adjust. Typically the note was written collaboratively with the client 

on a note pad, and then rewritten in the electronic health record at a later point. 



Office based-Children, Family, and Collaterals: Practitioners reported success 

working with families and children using Collaborative Documentation. A 

challenge identified when using it with children was the impatience and 

inattention of some children. Strategies to generate narratives with children 

included asking questions such as "What would you tell your parent we did in our 

meeting today" then discussing and clarifying the child's response with the child. 

Activities including playing with a nerf ball or doing jumping jacks while writing the 

note also assisted with keeping the child engaged and interested. When writing 

notes for family or collateral sessions, the collaborative process was used 

(unless the practitioner felt there was a clinical reason to not do so). 

Office based--Adults: Collaborative Documentation with adults in office based 

settings yielded consistently positive results. One common challenge reported 

was the client's inability to see the computer screen while documenting 

collaboratively. Usually, practitioners were able to adjust screens or processes 

over time in order to address this concern. 
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What is Client Centered Treatment? 
> Client CcntcrcrlTn·atrnent i" a prm.ess in" hkh prm iders and

dient� (including famih- unit) collaborate about treatment needs,
ob:;taclcs, goals :incl pr�grcss.

> Clients arc consbtcntly rc,·iewing progrc:-s made toward treatment
outc.omes.

> Trl'atmcnl need-: arc e<1nsistcntly c,aluatl.'cl and plan is adjusted as
needed lo rcllcct treatment m•eds

> The Client mu:,it be prcs1.·nt and engaged in the prnll�ss of
dornmentalion development and prm iding ongoing feedback and
input ahoul tr1.·atmcnt needs and a.chic, cm1.'nls.

"MTM __ 

0 

Client Centered Treatment and Collaborative 

Documentation go Hand in Hand 

• Client CenleredTr1.•atmcnt supports the client/ family unit being 
imoh-ecl in identifying treatment needs, rle\'cloping a client 
lriendly treatml'nl plan and assessing progress along the ,, J.)-

• Co!lahorath·e Documentation is NOT just completing 
documentation during ses�ion� with the dicnt present. It is a 
process in which dinician� (prm iders) and dicnts eollaboratc in 
the documentation ol' the Assessment, Sen ice Planning, and 
ongoing Client-Practitioner Interactions (Progress Notes).

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12'/24/2019 
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Historical Documentation Challenges 

• Documentation has Bcrume "Thl� ENEt-.lY"

• Clinicians report that documentation competes with lime spent with
clients

• Clinicians count on "110-sho\\ s" lo complete paperwork and catch up

• High documentation to direct st•n ice ratio reduces number of scheduled 

appointments in clinic and in the field.

• Clinician's paperwork and clinical work arc divided. ( \Ve slop, think,

recall and write what we remember and what we think or hope the c.licnl 

experienced during the session.)

[Re-Integrating Clinical Practice and Clinic�1-l

_______ D_o_c_u_mentation I

Goal is to i11tegrate 

documentation and the 

clinical process 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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-.E,MTM 

C
Re-lntegrating Clinical Practice and Clinical 

Documentation 
-- - -----

In order for us to integrate 

docu111entation and the clinical 

process we need to stop thinking of 

clinical docutnentation as 

"paperwork" and start seeing it as 

part of the clinical work we do! 

What is Collaborative Documentation? 

• Collabnratin· Donm1L'nl,1tinn i� nnt ncgoti,'lling \\ hat is dollltnentcd in 
the recorcl.

• The clinician mlht dornmcnt ohjcllivdy.

• ·to he considered Collaborali\·e the client should:

• 'Know what is being documented (idcally vi,1 visu,11 a<.cess)

• Have the ,1hility to ,1sk tlllc�tion�

• 1-1,we the .1hilily to ha,e cli;,1grccmcnt, or their perspcl.live clocu111cntccl
• Be ,1hle to expec.t th,ll the dmid.m will he lran:<p,1rent reg,1rding what i; 

documentccl in the c.licnt 's d1.irt

�--::h,rn,,· l'. lhr0d1, �Is\\, IL 'II 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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Col la borative Documentation 

• 'fo be considered Collaborali\'e the client should: 

• "now wh.11 i,; being clocumentccl 

• lcl,·.111� 1 lw , lknt "111 lw ahl,· t,, ,..,. I 1,., J< 1ual ,lrn unwnl "lu, h n·, orcl, tlw, lini, al 
int,1rmati1rn , lor ,·.-..:.:u npll• , ia '- 1m1pukr �t rl'l'n \\ lwn ( mnpuh.·r, ar,· nnl a,aibhlt•, 
tht• dmkiJn ma� r, p,·at to t lw di,·nt \\ hJt \\ ill lw rim 1111wnh·rl pn·krahl�- 1 ,·rl1Jti111, 

1-..r ,·sampl,·, "lwn th,·, 11111.-iJn ha, rnmpl, 1,·cl clon1111<·11tmo: "ith th,·, h, nt, h,•/ ,111· may 
n·\'11.:w \\ h.11 hJ., lwt•n do,umc.•nh·d hy ,ho,, in!,! 111,· tomplt•h·cl dnt Unll'nt on tht• '- ompuh·r 
:,,.t n·,·n II till' ,,·,,mn h lwin!,! rt't urcl,·,l on p.1pt r, tlu.·, lininan tllJ.) n·pl•J.t "hat ha-. lw1..•n 
\\rlthn an(t ,.-cl11 a, rll•tt.•,,ar\' with tlw1:lit-nt. 

Collaborative.Documentation] 

0 

• To be considered Collaborali,e the dit.'nl should: 

• I-I.we the ability to a�k <Jllc�tions 

• Th,· d11.·nt hy h, ingawan.- ol \\hat i-. lwm;! donmH·tHt·rl a,., ;1l,I,, tu a,k tJtH•,tiun, ahout 
Jn�thing thJ1 i, in h/lwr n•utr<I,, anrl "'IIJhorah· \\ith th,·d111idJ11 in ha,ing tl1<'ir ,i ,·\\, 
,·xpn•ss,•,l in tlw r« urrl, 

I or ,·sJmph·, 11' tlw dini.-ian prupo,,·cl an mh·rpn·tall1111 ol th,· 1 lii-n1 \ 1,..1,J,·ior, ,,n h a,•, 
h,·nt J('fWJr, Jn�ry•, th,· d" 111 mJy J,1- ,d1y tl1,·, 11111, 1.1n "making thJt int<'rpn·t,1tion an<I 
i, ahf,· to ,h,�o:r«• with th,· tlwrap1,t. Tiu- th,•rJp1,1 \\oul,I tlw11 rlon1111<·nt thJt th,· 
, li,·nt ,lbagrn·, with tlw dini, 1an\ int,·rpr, tati1111. 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 

s 



Collaborative Documentation 

• "fo he considered CollahoraliH: the dicnl should:

• l-la\'c the ability lo h,wc di,,1grccnwnt,; or their pcr,pccti\·e documented 

• ['h1,.• d1111t. ian i'."I JI,, a�· .. ahll· to �g rt•r tn di�.,g rt't' \\ i1 h t lw, It, n1. ,1ating in th,· rt, orcl thJt 
thl' diL·nt ,lo\'' not agrn· with J p-1..·r,1wc·t i\l !'<t.Jh <I In llw t li111t i.in, a1ut t. ll',lrlJ .irl it ulating tht.• 

, Iii nt \ , k\, pmnt. 

1-c,r ,•,aml'I,·. if 111<' dmi.-ian <Im 111111·111' 1 h at th,·, lknl "apjl•·ar, an,:ry a, inrl.,·at, ,I h� 
rai .. ,d ,u1u· ;mcl ;e�1lah·<I moH'llh'lll·..'", 1 lu d1t·nt ma� <li,a:,!,n'l' "ith thi ... 
mltrpn:IJlmn, o:mcl tlti .. rl, .. a,grn'"llH"tll ,, lU 1,..,. n·, t,rci1.·d in llh' pro�r'-''.'"' 1101,•-:-ud1 J, 

•Clil nt di,agn•t•:-,. w·itl1 dinidan \ p, ru pt1un 1ho1t lu ... lw j.., an�ry, n•port� d1Jt hla elm, lt-d 
1hat h, \\a, 1alkin_i: in a ln11<I ,oiu•a111! rqwr1, h,, lll'ha\ior, \\1'fl• in fo,1 .-am" 

Collaborative Documentation 

e 

• ·1o he consiclcrccl Collahorati\'c the dienl should:

• Be able to expect th,11 the clinid,rn will he tr,rn,p,11-cnt about wlut he/ ,he will be 

clm:unwnling about the dicnl (thi, will be li.1rthcr aclclrc,,ccl l.1tcr in the 

Prc,cnt.1tion) 

• This inchuks tinws whl·n tin· dil·nt will not ,1gn•l· with tin· di<·nt'.s opinion, in 
♦••• \\ hil h, a,,� tlu: dini, ian \\ ill ,lonlllll'tlt th,· dh'nt [wr,p1..•1. th,· (aµn·,• tn di,agn·t·) 

• This ind1111l·s timl'S whl'n thl' dinid.1n fol'ls that th<· di<·nt is too upsl't or is 
not 11hk• toal·l·l'pt thl• dinid,1n's opinion. In thi, .-a,,•, 1lwdini<ian \\ill 11·11 tlw 
l l1t. nt l olluhora1i\·, · rln, Uflh.'nCat inn du,•, not :i-t't'll\ 10 h1...• \\ orkinc. h1.•1.:au ... 1,_• ii j.., mJkinl! tltl· 
, lirnt 1011 up,,·t, an,! th.11 th,·y not \Hit,· 1h,· 111111· w,:,·1ha (ilw; lini.-ian can indka11.' 1h.11 
tlw , Ill nt will lw ahle 10 1 kw tlw 111111· "lwn h / ,It,· li·,·1, I,·,, up,,·t ah, ,u1 1lw part i, ular 
topi,) I hi, rloe, not n1<·an that oth,·r a,1><·11, of C11ll.1h11r.11i\l· Dolllflh'lllJlinn i, 1101 , 
otullll hrl, fur ,·xamplt• tlh·, Ii nit i .. 1n aml di,·nt ma�· t ontillUl' In \\ork on ,·,tahli--hing_ 1lw 
Plan lnr tlu.· w._•d,., or a tr1,_•.;i1nh.·n1 �nal tt,r tlu· .. '-•..,,,ion. 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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Collaborative Documentation J 
• BUT

RELAX!!!!! 

It'." JUST documentution (n·ith spccijic cliniwl benefits), 

not un EBP. Althou9h there ure ideal stundurds, the 

ultinwte 9ou/ is to document your sen•iccs. There i.\' no need 

to.fol Ion· set protocol.\' or muintuin Fidelity to u model 

Common Concerns of Clinical Staff 

Regarding Collaborative Documentation 

Clinkal: 

11 p

► "It's 
It" ill 

not fair 
inll'rh•n· 

lo< li,•nl,; 
i1h 1lw 

- llll'y 
"Clit·111 

11 ill 
. Tlwra
n·><·l11 

b1 
doing f>·ll

H,·l.11ion,hip" 
ll"rnork!"

► "Coll,,horalhc docunll'nl,l1io11 1.,k.·s a11,11 l"rom tn•,11111,·111."
► wr hl'rl' ,1n· 110 dimral lwrwfit, to n11npf.,1i11g 1h,· doc unwnls II ith dit•nts,

 ,·,p,·ciallJ d,ildn·n. ,111d i11di1 idu.1ls ,·xp,·ri,·nd11g p,1ranoi.1 or ddusions."

Practiul: 

► • rh.-r,· is no" 
 
a� lo u,mpll'I,· a progn·" 1101,•, ln·,,tnwnt plan, or ,ls:-,•,,111<·111 

\\ ilh ,l cli,·111."

► "I m·,·d lmll' to think ,lhout \\ h,11 I \\,llll to II rill· h,·fon· I n,mplett- ,l 1101<-."
► ")011 rannot ,ompll'I, doc111111·11talmn collahor,11i1<·IJ during ,1 crisis

si I 11a1ion ." 
"MTM __ • 

_·•11 can't happ,·n h .. r,·"!

- l-•1h,·rn-, L,Jltr�L •. \1•\\,ll\11

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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Empirical Evidence for 

Collaborative Documentation 

Effectiveness 

• J\ 1:ontrolled study inrnl\'ing three rnmmunity mental health
clinics sen icing chronically mentally ill in Penns) hania indicated 
significant cftccts of Collahorati\'c in medication aclhercnu: and 
reduction in No-Show's (Stanhope, ct al., 2013).

• Extensi\c dollm1cntcrl e\ iclencc has hecn collected showing
m·erall satislac.:tion ol hoth clinical staff and dients.

1. On a scale of 1 to 5, how helpful was It to you to have your provldar 

re11low your not■ with you at th■ ■nd of th■ HHlon? 

1 Very Unhelpful 

2 Not helplul 

3 Neither helpful nor not helpful 

4 Helpful 

S Very Helpful 

NA No Answer/No Opinion 

Tot:a1/Approv,I "' 

2. On "sc:al11 of 1 to 5, how Involved did you feel In your ure comp:arc,d 

to p:ast upetlences (either with this or other :aeencles)? 

e 

1 Very Uninvo'ved 

2 rfot Involved 

3 About the same 

J Involved 

S Very Involved 

NA No Answer/No Opinion 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

Total/Approvol %: 

Parc11nto1u 

Total Total% 

J062 4% 

299 1% 

2227 9% 

7563 31'6 

U698 5Z% 

635 3% 

24,484 94% 

Tot:al Total% 

552 2% 

232 1% 

3177 13% 

6637 28% 

12273 52% 

.ill. 3% 

23,547 97'6 

12/24/2019 
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I Collaborati\'c Documentation Pilot Client Sur\'cy Results I 
3. On a 1c:ile of 1 to 5, haw well do vou think vour provider did In 

lntroducln1 and uslnr this now svstem7 

l Very Poorly 

2 Poorly 

3 Average 

4 Good 

5 Very Good 

NA No Answer/No Opinion 

Tot:11/Approv:11 ": 

4. On • scale of 1 to 3, In the future, would vou want your provld•r ta 

continue to review your note with you? 

l No 

2 Unsure 

3 Yes 

NA No Answer/No Opi<llc,, 

Total/Approval%: 

Total 

102 

57 

987 

S705 

16177 

447 

23,475 

Total 

1218 

2710 

17534 

1215 

0 

_Q._ 

22,676 

[
_�G_ e_n_e _ra_l_Ti ps: Contexts

I.OS ANGELES cou;-.;TY D,\1 H PII.OT RESUI.TS 

Total" 

°" 

°" 

4" 

24" 

69% 

2" 

''" 

Total% 

5" 

12% 

77" 

5� 

°" 

o" 

94" 

• I Jru .. nt Car,•/ J'r,.w,•: In thl' llrg,·nl Can• C,•111,•r ,·m irunm,·nt, CollahoraliH· 
Dn�.unwnta11on "·n•porll•d to ,·i1(!,1g1• d1,·nt- mon• than n•gular 
Docum,•ntallun, Jn parti1 ul,1r, 1 lmin.111, re-port that di<'nls ar,· n·,pon,iH· Ill 
!wing ahl,· 10 d,•,1rlJ undl'r,t,1nd till' pron•" and pron•durl's th,u 1111! lw 
ocn1rr111g. In aclchllon, lwin!! imoh,·d in th" d,•cisicm m,tking r,·garclmg tlwir 
ln,llrlll'rll, ahhough t� )ILall� 1lwy mil only lw s,•,•n Oll{t' .111cl th,:n n.·li•rn·d Olli, 

prm·id,·s .1n .1dclccl l,·,c-\ ol p.trtic ip,tlion in till' ,,•,sions. l'lws,· he11l'l1b, 
surprbingl), ha,,· al,;o hc,•n olH,·r1t·d in a f,·w crisis sit11,1lions, In 111,111� crisis 
situations, in p,1rtiu1lar 11hen th<' 1 l1<·nt i, .t(!it.11,·d .mcl rngniti,l'I� clbor�,tn11<·d, 
it 1s nol possibl,· to u,,. Collahorati1t• Dorunwnlation. In tlw llrg,·nt Can· 
1'111 ironm,·111, thn,• oh,•n i� not acce,, to cornput,·rs ,1nd in th l'sc- ra,,·s 
clon1nwntat1nn 1> l1r,t \\ r111<·11 cln,1 n on .1 p,ul, n·, il'111•cl I\ ith c lil'nt, ancl thrn 
in><·rtl'd into the- n,mput,•r, I hi, is 1 111.-k,·r than rq:ular clocunll'ntation 

hmw1<·r 11 ill n•c1uire "otlu·r tum·�, a 1though I,,,, "othl'r 11111<·� than I\ ith rri:ul,1r dorum,•nt,11 ion. 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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General Tips: Contexts 
LOS ANG[Lf.S COUNTY DMH PH.OT RF.SULTS 

• I lomelcss Veterans Valor: Clinici,111� u:-1ing Colbhor.iti,·e 
Documentation with the homeless ,·l!lcra;1 population repor t ,cry 
strung positive re,-ponsc. Collahorati1 c Documentation appears to 
f·ostcr a greater scn�c of trust in the therapcutil: pron•s,; whkh is 
key for t11is population. Veteran,; feel empowered and in control ol 
their �,1-n :-tory of· therapeutic c\'cnts u�ing CD. They enjo� 
identilymg t-lmieal lt:rm111ology that helps gi1c imight to thl..'ir 01,·n 
thought prot-ess. Collaboration slren!!lhens the dient / clinician 
rclallon,;hip. Oh�tacles in u:;ing Colla)1or,1tiw Drn.unH.•ntation
11 ith thi:; population i11dud1.> inC:1msi!>l1..·nt appointm1..• nh', rngniti\'l!
deficits pn.·,enting a clear unclcrslancling ot'thc douuncnlation 
process.

General Tips: Contexts J 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY OMH PILOT RESULTS 

• FSP/Ficld 8.-isccl: Clinicians report a posith·c response ming 
Collaborath e Docum1..·nt.1lion ,, ith fidd-bascd dients. It \\ as 
noted that clients are able to deri\'c greater im,ight lw 
completing donuncntation 11 ith cli�icians. Dift1culties in 
coping with unpredictable em·ironment in which 
documentation need-; to occur is reported. On·r time,
hem L'\'er 

' 
clinicians were able to ad1\1st. 

' 
Tv1)icallv, 

' 
the note is 

\\'ritlen collaboratiwh with the dicnt on a note pad, and then 
11 rittl'n into the, El IR when a computer l.'an be
an:csscd.

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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·1L ___ G
_
e

_
neral Tips 

___ __._ 

Shift Your Language: Be prepared to use client 
friendly language that will still maintain 
medical necessity 

• Lise clients langu.ige and terms th.it client c.in understand and/ or 
relate to a, oicl o�·crly technical langu.ige

, Using la11{!111g,· 1h,11 till' 1 li,•nts do 1101 und .. rstmd inh·rl,·n·s \\ ilh 
t ollaiiora lh " -pron• ss 

, h,r e\ampl.-, ins1,•,1d of using 1he \lord "i,olalinu", incl,calt• h,m· c linll i, 
i,ol,1ting: 11•. "Clll'nl reports ,;p,·111ling all d.1� in room ,1ncl do,·s rwll \\�Ill 
to mlrract \\ ilh olhcrs in 1h,· l1011w" 

• Use quotes to describl' s,mptomatolog,
J _, 

• Cli,•m ,t,11,d, "I f,·,·1 ,.1d all d.11 .rnd tl,.11 b 11 h1 J ,J., not 11.rnt to lw ,1roun,I 
ollwr prnp!.·. l jusi fi·,·1 ltk,· , ;� mg .11111 ,k<·pi;1�." 

General Tips 

Different Contexts will Require Different 

Approaches to CD 

• Fil·ld based settings versus Offin� hascd settings

• Urgent Can• Ccnter--Briel Assessments lor triage

• Group

• Children, Adults, Older Adults

• Context of each unic1uc client and each unique clinician

All these contexts ,dll share li.mda1rn:ntal clements of CD

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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� General TipsL ___ _ 

Documentation StrategiesThat Support Collaborative 
Documentation 

• Agree..� to disagree" hl'n appropriate.
• Do as much a,; you can. It's ok il'you can't rnmplete CD ((}0° o of

the time in all or ,·our sessions.

• Start with clients that you think will he re<:epth·e and who you arc
comfortable" ith.Thl'n continue impknH.·ntation from there.

• Start the process with new clients right away.

Remember ... 

RELAX!!!!! 

It's just documentation, not an EBP 

ll'hatcrcr youjccl confortablc doin9 to document your 

sessions eflcctirc61 is OK 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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Implementing Collaborative Documentation 

• •\ \. uUll'fll DJIJ 

• l>l,l:.:'.O•Mll f"urmttl.ttloO 

• ,,r .. :n�th, JIHI U.-rr11. :r .. 
• Pa,u11JI (i,,JI, 

• l1k1111h1..'ft �l'l'tl, 

e 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

• Assessments

• Treatment Plans

• Progress Notes

The Golden Thread 

(The Clinical Loop) 

• Cull.lht,rJh: \\1111 
md1\sd11JI t.uiuh 

• l<k1111t\ Pnur 111.:• 
■ Pl.m ltdln1 ,� 1,flh"\.11, 

,d�11t1lu.•I rlurm:,: ·••·L,·Uh:ru 

7• ''"'""• Rdl,,1 II'< 1, 
• [ U!k 1>11h1►111l" In ,,·r, Ill 

m•h: .. 

• l.mk < >hJn.tlH' I • (,11JI 
• ld\·nulv lntrrH·nuou, 

• Prc,,ldl· tmlindu.11 rt· .. pun..._· 
• 1'1.m ot ,l\ uou 

Treatment 

12/24/2019 
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�MTM 

Collaborative Documentation: Intake/ Assessment 

Know your assessment instnm11..·nt ! 

lntroduu: the pbn for the meeting inducling how you will work 
Collaborati,·cly to accurately represent the inl'ormation tlwy arc 
telling )OU toda). 

2Ways 
• The great typist can type while he/she talks and re\"icw

before mm ing on to next section.

• The limited typist tan talk and then type and re, iew
before mm ing to the ncxl section.

Collaborative Documentation: Intake/ Assessment 

• 'l.lk,· orw c-011tt•11t Sl'C\ion a1 .1 lll1W

• R,-.1,011 for Rd�·rr,il and Chid. Compl,1in1 

• l',Hhi,llric I h 

• lamily lh,,·tt. ... 

• Di,uis, 1lw ,,., tion with th,· d1<·n1 / fam1I)· (l,11..,• rou!,!h 1101, ,)

• I nt<•r inlo S)sl<-111 .tllowing dil·nt to Sl'l' .tnd u,mnwnt/cl,uilY

• \h,•rn,11.-lll'l\H•en looking .1t 1lw dll'nl and ,·nlt'nn,: mlo c omputl·r.

• Point to c-omput<•r .,, n·,·1110 allo\\ cl1 .. nt 10 follow ,1 h,·n· �-011 an· and k,·,·p 
1h,·111 l"1·li11g· imoln-d. 

• !'rm id,· ,1 h,ucl , opy or 1lw a,><·s·mll'n1 for clit-nt to follm, along ii ,;,•,·ing dw 
1·omp11t<•r sc-rl'<'II is nol po»ihh·. 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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I Collaborative Documentation: Intake/ Assessment 

Di.1gnoscs: 
• 'lalk \\"itli di, nt about ll'hat diagnos,·s rl',1lly an•. ln,1uir,· about s�mptnms, tri�g,·rs and 

fun, tional 1mp.11r111,·111s. Shan· your nirn•nt < ondusion, and don1m,·nt II ith di,•nt 
and/or 1nlnr111 tllt'm 1h,1t �ou ll'ill n•1 i<•11· diagnosis at n,•xt nw,·lm!!. 

lntl'rpret.1tin�/ Cl inic.11 Summ.1ry 
• Sa� Mor-:, l,•1 ,um up \\hat 11"t•'w cbniss,•d tod.,� �. Donmwnt "ith tlw, I kn 1. 

ldt•ntificd Needs/ Stn·ngths/Prohlcms 
• Diagnosis and Symptoms, Trii:_g,·rs, lkh.11 iors and lmp.11rnwn1s in l"urKlinn al Imm,·, 

, ommunit�·• work and/or sd100I 
• Sa'", MSo thl' an·as th.11 11,·'1<• i1l,•r11illt·d th,1t Ill' should ll'ork on tog,•llll'r ar<' I; ..... , 

2 ... , ,•1e·." I-low do 1·011 want things to < h.1ng,·? \\'hat 1!0 ,nu 11�1nt thin(!s to look lik,· 
.,lt .. r ll'l' \\'ork togl'th,·r? \\'h.,t an· �(ltlr >1r,·ngtr1s; 

• ' 

• *Rl•nll'mh<'r that tlw icll•ntilil-d 1u•l•ds arl' thl· link from till' Assl·ssnll'nt to 
thcTn•,1tnll'nl Pl.111. 

,t)MTMy•.,q 

0 

�MTM_ 

I Clinical Formulation Example_s _ ___,
I. Jord,111 h.1s d,·bilitating d,·pn·ssion s�rnptoms as 1•1irll'lltl'd h� · da1I� f,·dmgs ol 

hopd,•,,nl'ss and lwlpl,·ssm·ss; sl,·,·p 1,·ss 1han 5 hrs 1wr da�; rl'mains in apartnwnt 
t'Xlt'(>I for nwdical appoin1m,·nts 

1 Jo,h n·,ponds to auditor� hallurin,11ions and r,·ports hadng no natur,11 supports 
and cl ll cu'ty sod.1lizing. 

B,·n h.,s no sodal support 1wt11ork, and 1l11,· to illm·ss, is unabl,· to ind,·p,·nck·nd) 
an ,,-s n«•d,·d m,·diral, fin.,ndal, and sod,11 supports 

-I J,1,on rqmrts lt·,·lin!! sad all d,1i·, ha,ing difl1nihi <onn•ntratln!! and do,•, 1101 ha1<· 
fr1 .. rick 1"11i; b c ompli<"a1,·d b�- a l,·,1rning d1s,1bilit� "Im h ,,fl,,, Is lus ,< honl 
p<'rlormann· and rnnfid,·11<"1'. ,\,; a result, J.1son is strugj!ling lo 111,1intam lu, 
grad .. , and isol.11t•s himsdf al honw and from st hool ,ummunit, 

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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�xperience of CD Assessment w::_J"th 
Partner 

L.. 

• Role Play Performances

• Role Play with partner (roles will be switched in next Role

Play)

• Group discussion

Treatment Plan 

Goals: 

• �tart ,, ith discussing prcdou,-ly idl'ntifi.._•d u1rrcnl Diagm,,i,
l.i� mptoms/ m.-ecls/ problem/ ,-tr ... ·ngth arL•,1s

• SckLl one area and ask, "\Vhat do \\e ,, ant the oULLome lo he?
D1,cu�s and L'lltL'r a collahorali\'e stall:m ... ·nl.

• Ask: "II we deli, creel this outcome ,, hJt ,, oulcl this look like?
What ,,oulcl be different?" Adel this per�onal goal to the goal
statement.

Katherine C. Hirsch, LCSW, Clinician 

Consultant 

12/24/2019 
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Chapter 3: 

How to start using Collaborative Documentation 

Determine personal level of comfort: 

It is important to remember that Collaborative Documentation is ultimately just 
documentation, although with clinical benefits. It is important for practitioners to feel 
comfortable with the process. Some practitioners will easily begin using collaborative 
documentation, while others may take more time to feel comfortable. Collaborative 
Documentation is not a formal evidence based practice and does not have required 
steps to maintain fidelity to the model. It is okay to perform only parts of Collaborative 
Documentation when beginning. For example, a practitioner may first focus on 
developing shared treatment objectives with the client and may not do the actual 
documentation with the client. Practitioners first attempts should be at their own pace, 
keeping in mind that with practice the process will become more comfortable and 
efficient. Practitioners may want to consider first using this approach with one or two 
select clients (see 7% rule above for selecting clients) then expanding the approach to 
more clients on their caseload. 

The Collaborative Documentation Learning Curve and Expected Challenges: 

Practitioners usually feel a little awkward when they first begin using Collaborative 
Documentation. Generally, it has been found that within six weeks of implementing 
Collaborative Documentation, practitioners feel less awkward and have overcome any 
challenges they experienced. For instance, the transition from the clinical portion of the 
session to the collaborative documentation potion may initially feel like it is impeding the 
therapeutic rapport of the session. However, with practice this transition will become 
smoother and more integrated into the session. Likewise, with practice, the practitioner 
will become more adept at collaborating with the client in organizing the structure of the 
session to address weekly or monthly objectives (as opposed to the typical yearly 
objectives on the Client Treatment Plan), and then reflecting that structure in their 
collaborative documentation on the progress note. It is likely that each practitioner will 
experience their own unique challenges when beginning to use Collaborative 
Documentation. It is important to keep in mind that with practice, these challenges are 
usually resolved. 

Common Obstacles Encountered By Clients and How to Respond: 

Clients may experience their own obstacles as practitioners implement Collaborative 
Documentation. Some clients may not be interested in Collaborative Documentation. 
Common initial concerns from clients include: feeling like it takes away from the "talk 
time" with their therapist; feeling like it is not relevant to their care; or feeling like 
practitioners needing to get "paperwork" done is more important than them. If a client 
has a concern similar to these, it might be helpful to review the clinical benefits of 
Collaborative Documentation. Benefits to review might include: establishing a clear 
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understanding of what was accomplished in the session; ensuring the practitioner and 
client understand what the other expressed in the session; increasing the client's sense 
of responsibility and ownership in his/her treatment; and ensuring the client feels he/she 
is moving toward personal goals. For some clients, reviewing the empirical evidence 
that the majority of clients report a positive experience with Collaborative 
Documentation may also be helpful. 

Obstacles may also occur after Collaborative Documentation has been initiated. In 
some situations, client's may disagree with an observation made by the practitioner (for 
instance regarding hygiene), leading to a concern about what is to be documented. In 
other situations, clients may be experiencing a heightened level of psychiatric or 
emotional disturbance making it difficult for them to meaningfully participate in 
collaborative documentation. The following principles may be helpful to address a wide 
range of difficult situations arising while using Collaborative Documentation: 

1) Agree to disagree when a difference of opinion between client and practitioner
is encountered. In this situation, the practitioner documents his/her opinion as
well as the opinion of the client who disagrees.

2) Be transparent when it appears that Collaborative Documentation is not
appropriate because the client appears to be too upset or documenting
collaboratively may further upset the client. In this situation, let the client know
that you will not be documenting collaboratively as opposed to simply
documenting later without his/her knowledge.

3) Partial collaborative documentation is better than none. If documenting
specific symptoms or clinical impressions with the client is too difficult, try to
utilize other aspects of Collaborative Documentation. For example, you may be
able to collaboratively document specific activities that were done in the session,
as well as collaboratively work on future session goals and the plan for the
client's weekly activities.

6 



Chapter 4: 

Implementation with Specific Populations and Programs 

Los Angeles County DMH piloted Collaborative Documentation in several different 
settings. Below are findings from the pilot. 

Olive View Urgent Careffriage: In the Urgent Care Center environment, 

Collaborative Documentation was reported to assist with client engagement. In 

particular, practitioners reported that chants were appreciative of being informed 

of the Urgent Care process. In addition, although typically only seen once and 

then referred, clients still responded positively to being included in the decision

making process regarding their treatment.. Clients felt supported and validated. 

These benefits were also observed in a few crisis situations. In the Urgent Care 

environment, there often is not access to computers while meeting with the client. 

In these cases documentation was handwritten on a pad of paper, reviewed with 

the client, and then rewritten in the electronic health record after meeting with the 

client. While this was still more efficient than non-collaborative documentation, it 

did require some "other time". 

Valor Program/Homeless Veterans: Practitioners using Collaborative 

Documentation with the homeless veteran population at the Valor program 

reported very positive client responses. Collaborative Documentation appeared 

to foster a greater sense of trust in the therapeutic process which is key for this 

population. Veterans felt empowered and in control of their own account of 

events using Collaborative Documentation. They enjoyed identifying clinical 

terminology which helped give insight into their own thought processes. 

Collaboration Documentation strengthened the client/practitioner relationship. 

Obstacles in using Collaborative Documentation with this population included 

less consistent appointment-keeping and a greater incidence of cognitive deficits 

which impacted participation in the documentation process. 

Full Service Partnership (FSP) Programs/Field Based: Practitioners reported a 

positive response by clients using Collaborative Documentation with field-based 

clients. Practitioners noted that clients were able to derive greater insight by 

completing documentation with practitioners. The unpredictable environment of 

FSP made collaborative documentation difficult. However, over time 

7 



practitioners were able to adjust. Typically the note was written collaboratively 

with the client on a note pad, and then rewritten in the electronic health record at 

a later point. 

Office based-Children. Family, and Collaterals: Practitioners reported success 

working with families and children using Collaborative Documentation. A 

challenge identified when using it with children was the impatience and 

inattention of some children. Strategies to generate narratives with children 

included asking questions such as "What would you tell your parent we did in our 

meeting today" then discussing and clarifying the child's response with the child. 

Activities including playing with a nerf ball or doing jumping jacks while writing the 

note also assisted with keeping the child engaged and interested. When writing 

notes for family or collateral sessions, the collaborative process was used 

(unless the practitioner felt there was a clinical reason to not do so). 

Office based--Adults: Collaborative Documentation with adults in office based 

settings yielded consistently positive results. One common challenge reported 

was the client's inability to see the computer screen while documenting 

collaboratively. Usually, practitioners were able to adjust screens or processes 

over time in order to address this concern. 
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CD Clinic Implementation Assessment 

Type: Standard Report 

Date: 12/24/2019 

Time Zone in which Dates/Times Appear: (GMT-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada) 

Total number of responses collected: 22 

(Please indicate your Clinic, or adminstrative area of responsibility) 

Response 

Downtown MHC 

Northeast Mental Health Center 

San Fernando MHC 

Children and family treatment 

Olive View UCC 

Antelope Valley Mental Health 

Edelman Child Mental Health 

AFH 

Coastal API Family MHC 

LBAPI 

Clinical supervisor 

San Antonio Family Center 

Rio Hondo MHC 

Created using Vovici 



Valid Responses 13 

Total Responses 14 

(Please indicate any particular Program or Programs that you are associated with within your Clinic) 

Response 

CalWORKs, PEI, FCCS/RRR 

Northeast Wellness Center 

RRR, FSP, Child 

Criisis 

Calworks 

6864 

QA and Childrens 

ESGVMHC 

PEI- Children 

RRR,PEl,CalWORKs,FSP 

{Please indicate your position) 

Response 

MHCPM 

MH Clinical Program Manager II 

Crealed using Vov1c1 

Valid Responses 10 

Total Responses 14 



MHCPM II 

Program Manager II 

Program manager 

Program Manager II 

PSWI 

MHCS 

Program manager 

MH Supervisor 

MHCS 

PSWII 

Program Manager 

Created using Vovici 

Valid Responses 13 

Total Responses 14 



What percentage of yO!.lr staff attended the Collaborative Documentation training offered by the QA 
Division? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

/"3.000 

\._ 5.000 

Created using Vovici 

•0%

About 10%
About25%

• About50%
• About75%
• About 90%



What percentage of your staff was trained in Collaborative Documentation using only training internal
to your Clinic or Program? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

2.000 J 

Created using Vov1ci 

......__ 3.000 

•0%

About 10%

About25%
• About50%

■ About75%
• About90% 



What percentage of the Clinic staff or Program staff are using Collaborative Documentation? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

-□%

Around 10%
Around 25%

• Around50%
• Around 75%
• Around 90%

3.000 _ 

"-..a.ooo 

Created using Vov1c1 





What is the highest number of clients that any of your staff is using Collaborative Documentation 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

•o
Less than
5 to 10

• More than ..
.__ 

'\.... a.ooo 

Created using Vov1c1 



Are supervisors routinely discussing Collaborative Documentation with their supervisees during 
supervision? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

aYes ::J 
Somewhat 

No 

4.000 ""'-.....

\1.000

Created using Vov1c1 



Is there a regular time during the month in which staff are able to discuss Collaborative 
Documentation issues with each other (for example, during staff meetings) 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

3.000 '-,.

•Yes ::J 
Somewhat 

No 

5.000 / 

Created using Vov1c1 



How frequently are these discussion times occurring? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

0.000 

�0.000 

Created using Vov1c1 

_7.000 

•weekly
Every two ..
Monthly

• Less than ...
• NIA



How open and accepting are your staff generally toward Collaborative Documentation? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

Created using Vov1ci 

r o.000 
I 

......_ 8.000 

• Very accep ..
Somewhat a ..

Not :accept..



How open and accepting are your supervisors toward Collaborative Documentation? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

2.000 \

1.000 / 

Created using Vovici 

■ Very accep ...
somewhat a ...
Not accept. ..



What percentage of your staff would you estimate are very open and accepting of Collaborative 
Documentation? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response) 

Created using Vov1c1 

o.oao l
1.000 � 

\e.ooo 

•0%

About 10%
About25%

• About50%
■ About75%
• About90%



What percentage of your staff would you estimate are very unaccepting of Collaborative 
Documentation? 
(Respondents could only choose a single response} 

\...3.000 

Created using Vov1ci 

___ 2.000 

•0%

About 10%
About 25%

• About SO%
• About75%
• Aboul90%



What do you perceive to be the barriers to implementing Collaborative Documentation at this time at your Clinic or 
Program? 

Response 
No supervisors currently for these 3 programs. Staff could use assistance conceptualizing and walking 
through how to implement CO with different client clinical/symptom presentations and situations. 
Clinical staff are inundated with 

I
ntake assessments and large psychotherapy caseloads. I think it is 

difficult for clinicians to focus energy on Collaborative Documentation. Also, our community health
workers provide a lot of field based services, which is difficult to conduct collaborative documentation 
in those types of TCM services. Psychiatrists usually work from template progress notes that they 
modify for each session. 
the clinicians are so overwhelmed in the clinics with all of the ongoing demands coming at them, and 
now the CANS, it always seems to be do more with the same resources. We really have tried to 
encourage CD as a possible time saver, but... 
We do not accept collaborative treatment as an appropriate treatment approach to working with 
children and families who are in acute need and who are frequently facing serious mental health illness 
and awareness for the first time 
The UCC workflow is very rapid t!uring the screening and assessing of consumers. Focus on the use of 
the Collaborative Documentation process actually slows the interaction with the consumer, delays 
access to psychiatry and creates a bottleneck in client workflow. 

Loose the person to person relationship. Technology/ IBHIS is too slow and gets stuck. 

Our client population is children. 

change to staff's current process for documentation 

changing the way they conduct session is the barrier; changing behavior and mindset of staff is very 
difficult despite making it doable. 
The language aspect, and a lot of staff have issues incorporating technology (typing) while doing 
therapy with clients, as they don't feel they're tech savvy. 
Collaborative documentation was presented as an "option" to staff, If it has turned into a mandate the 
department has to take a more proactive approach. Most staff are currently focused on other 
mandates and frequent and growing demands from the State ... 
It seems the biggest barrier is clinicians having to balance learning, getting used to and conducting 
Collaborative Documentation as well as meet their other responsibilities and DMH requirements 
(treatment plan deadlines, large caseloads, closing client, etc.) 

Created using Vov1c1 

Valid Responses 12 





Please add any comments or thoughts about the Collaborative Documentation implementation process 

Response 

I'm still a believer and big supporter of this approach. I look forward to getting some supervisors hired 
and regaining momentum in promoting CD among staff and assisting staff to use it. 
I think the process has been fine. There's training, champions, ready access for additional support. I
think the challenge is our outpatient clinicians have 165+ caseloads and 4-5+ intakes scheduled each 
week to address Access to Care requirements. I think to add a new process, no matter how potentially 
beneficial, is diffteult, especially to do so in a meaningful way so clients feel a part and benefit from the 
experience. I don't think our team is against Collaborative Documentation; I think it's just been difficult 
to focus on it when they are inundated with other higher priority tasks. 
I personally thought this was a good Idea and it could be helpful with clinician time management, bUt I
feel like I am beating a dead horse ••• we have been trying to enforce this for years now to no avail. 
I continue to be concerned that brand new clinicians are being trained In Collaborative Documentation 
as a proven (?) treatment approach for all cases when they are barely learning basic skills of rapport 
building, treatment, diagnosis etc. 
The concept is great. Tied with motivational interviewing, it is a very effective process. We believe it is 
best suited for settings where staff can develop long-tem, working relationships with consumers to 
best benefit from the model. The consumer is able to build trust and the clinician is able to build 
rapport over time. Unfortunately time is limited at the UCC based on our service delivery model here. 
We continue to periodically discuss collaborative documentation in clinical staff meetings, but are 
struggling with how to effectively have it gain a strong foothold in practice. 
To really help staff understand the spirit of collaborative documentation is about engaging the client 
further in their treatment. How staff can use collaborative documentation as a therapeutic tool. 
will begin collaborative documentation with a few staff who are willing to try it out and have a bi
monthly meeting to maintain and sustain implementation. 
To get more accurate responses to these questions have you issued a survey to staff located at the 
different programs? 

Created using Vov1c1 

Valid Responses 8 

Total Responses 14 




